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Tomas Wiemer has extensive experience in Global Direct & Indirect
Procurement category management and in building Digital Strategy. He has
held leadership positions in numerous industries including specialty chemicals,
flavor and fragrances and most recently in telecommunication.

The focus on continuous improvement in procurement and digital
transformation is a natural result of his broad international procurement
experience with leading corporations including Rhone-Poulenc (now Sanofi),
Rhodia (now Solvay), Chemtura (now Lanxess), Firmenich, Alcatel-Lucent
which was then acquired by NOKIA.
In his current role, Tomas leads corporate strategy for Velocity Procurement
which includes market research and development, product design and go-tomarket strategy. Most recently, he contributed to the introduction of Velocity’s
new On-Demand Procurement offering, which is an innovative approach to
simplifying the acquisition process for specific procurement services.
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About Velocity Procurement
CONSULTING
Delivering effective procurement
transformation and cost-savings through
efficient advisory and project delivery

TECHNOLOGY
Accelerating the time to value of
procurement technology solutions through
succinct delivery and superior expertise

SERVICES
Deploying customized procurement
operations and systems support programs
that elevate strategic influence

T E C H N O L O G Y T R A N S F O R M AT I O N

Since 2007, we’ve built a reputation as a company that consistently delivers excellence in tackling any procurement challenge.

BUSINESS DESIGN
• To-Be Process Mapping
• Fit/Gap Design
• Requirements Development
SAAS DEPLOYMENT
• Solution Implementation
• Supplier & Catalog Enablement
• Contract Migration
• Roll-Out Support
CHANGE MANAGEMENT
• Optimizing Business Process
• Organizational Readiness
• Deployment Strategy
• Training & Adoption
POST GO-LIVE
• Solution Administration
• Buyer’s Desk
• eSourcing
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“Procurement 4.0”
Preparing for the New Digital Reality

“Accelerate your
Journey”
01

Are you ready for a Digital transformation Journey?

02

What does it mean?

03

Why should leaders consider it?

04

How should businesses consider to go there?

05

How to structure such transformation program?

06

Sharing best identified practices.

07

Important to be engaged!

08

The maturity map can help you to see where you stand.

09

Are you ready?
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“What do most
companies
observe?”

Most tools are disconnected and business processes are too complex
The focus here nevertheless is “Analytics” meaning:
• Helps to address business decisions, and to act fast on new market demands
• Gives immediate Risks and Opportunity assessment.

Click on black box – and play extract up 1:27 minute video then STOP
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What does
procurement
digitization
really mean?

As emerging technologies such as AI, RPA, blockchain and cloud disrupt
operations & procurement and create new business opportunities, it’s important
to understand what procurement digitization really means

1

It is an enabler – Not an end-objective,
neither a driver of business change.

2

It requires innovation and some
risk taking

What is right for you?
Procure 2 Pay, Strategic Sourcing,
Supplier collaboration & Innovation

3

It mandates financial investments
and transformation teams to drive
strategic planning and execution

How ready is your corporate
culture to launch such
transformation project?

4

It requires solid project management

WHAT? WHY? Is it needed
to start?

5

It will engage finance, IT, supply chain,
procurement and customer service
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Why should procurement
leaders consider
digitization:
The multi-pronged benefits
=> Drivers for
transformation

• Holistic direct and indirect spend analysis through cloud solutions
• Better analytics to capture better savings, cash options while looking forward vs the past
• Launch of new business models capturing new innovations with strategic suppliers
• Centralized horizontal supplier data flow
• Accelerated supplier creation process with inter-connected modules
• Reinforced traceability to manage compliance, anti-bribery, financial audits and respect of the law
• Superior efficiency in P2P processes by leveraging RPA solutions; preventing value Leakage

• Prepare for blockchain-driven smart contracts for transparent sourcing, tracking and tracing
of supply chain operations
• Ease of launching Proof-of-Concepts (POC) in AI, blockchain, RPA, smart chats, analytics
• Holistic review of supplier risk management activities
• Easy set-up of P2P alliances with open market places such as eBay and Amazon for
tactical item sourcing
• Interactive project management to mitigate risk, track savings and conduct other
value-driven activities
• Increased B2B supplier network with multiple e transactions capabilities
• Take advantage of social media to develop your business.
In addition, your large suppliers and customers will ask you to be ready to
exchange in a digital environment
If your main systems were launched in the late 90’ or early 2000, it is time
to prepare for 2020 standards
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How should businesses
go
about achieving
procurement
digitization?

The preparation process can take
multinational corporations anywhere between 3-6 months

01
Lay out the legacy
tools and systems

02
List the key business
processes to be addressed

04
List the new potential
business drivers

03
Identify the disruption
points from a holistic standpoint

05
Prioritize the available
resources, and make good
people available, as this
will become your future
business model

06

Strong project management

• A management sponsor is required
• From the start properly address transformation, change management and communication
• Engage Finance, IT, HR from the beginning.
• Start the solution evaluation with existing, proven market solutions
• HOW is your supplier and customer digital environment changing?
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How should
a procurement
digitization program be
structured?

Ensuring effective procurement
transformation requires seamless coordination across teams

IT

Defines the type of cloud, security standards, and cost structures

Finance

Defines ownership of cost centers, P&L infrastructure, standard cost
management, approval policies around usage of procurement cards and
the placement of orders on open e-platforms

Compliance

Compliance regulations affect data security and traceability, privacy data
management supplier risk management, and cycle time of execution.
Ensure respect of the local laws and regulations

Human resources

Transformation
and change
management teams

Defines potential organizational structures and information
exchange, training programs and skill set assessments required in
the post-digitization scenario

Define how procurement 4.0 will impact the supply chain,
customer service, and assess new market options

A structured steering committee with a sponsor having decision authority is needed
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4 pillars to
address change

Continuity on how to structure it
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8 best practices to
drive procurement
digitization

01

Get IT and Finance to define inter-connected PoC trial tests – Prior to
going into production

02

Maintain your focus on user experience and virtual front-end

03

Completely re-engineer processes to fit the new digital reality; do not try
to automate non efficient existing processes

04

Lay the ground work to leverage RPA, AI, blockchain for smart contracting

05

Deploy change management initiatives to overcome resistance to change

06

Identify which digital solutions will add the most value and which suppliers
offer the most potential

07

Develop a digital roadmap – With a management sponsor

08

Finally, partner with a mentor or sponsor who will intervene with the right influence
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Engage the
transformation journey

Are you ready to engage the
digital path?
Do you feel overwhelmed by the
changing e world?

You sense, it is needed to do
something but you feel your
organization is not ready to
lead it?

These are all valid questions,
but we can help you to work
on your transitions
Start with defining your
transformation journey(see next
page)
Define a strategic plan
Launch the project

You are concerned by the
potential business disruptions
and required investments?

Execute on it
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New KPI trends
Category
Strategic
Sourcing

Structure

Savings

Savings + Supply Chain
support

Integrated Risk mgt
activities + Quality

Introduction and
launch of AI solutions

“intelligent” cost
optimization and
sourcing

Country & Site level

Regrouped structures

Centralized

Go beyond
Procurement structures

Full information
transparency cross
organizations

Collecting supplier
Data from ERP

Focus on Key market

Introduction of
external supplier info

Connecting internal
requirements with
external market
sources

Open Platforms,
private or public
hosting platforms

technologies

ERP & Excel

Introduction of BI tools

Introduction of Suite
solutions

Introduction of open
platform market
exchanges

Coming closer to “ one
full screen view”

Supplier mgt

Supplier focus on
80/20 rule

Supplier mgt with
formal reviews

“360” view of strategic
suppliers

Strong supplier
visibility and “be in
charge”

Generate new supplier
relationship options

Source of
Information

Processes Technology

Transformation
Journey

Phase1 Tactical
and classic
category mgt

Phase 2: solid
traditional spend
control

Phase 3:
Traditional +
Automation

Phase 4:
Living
Digitalization

Data
Governance

Velocity Procurement LLC - Confidential,

Talent

Thank you.

